
 

  

 

Experience Cutting-Edge Agriculture with Rajant Mesh Breadcrumbs 

Unlock the potential of modern agricultural technologies with Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs, 
revolutionising the way you manage your farm operations. Our seamless connectivity solutions 
empower farmers to achieve unprecedented efficiency, productivity, and sustainability across 

various facets of agricultural management. 

Some Rajant Agriculture Use Cases 

Internet Connection: 

Extend high-speed, reliable internet connectivity to even the most remote agricultural areas 
with Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs. Ensure uninterrupted web access for all digital farm operations, 

from data analysis to global market access, leveraging modern agricultural technologies and 
insights. 

Autonomous Milking: 

Integrate autonomous milking systems with Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs for constant 
communication between milking units and central management software. Real-time monitoring 

and optimisation of the milking process improve efficiency, animal health, and milk quality 
through precise, data-driven management. 

Boreholes: 

Connect borehole pumps with Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs for remote monitoring and control 
over water distribution. Efficient irrigation practices tailored to crop needs conserve water 

resources and improve sustainability. 

Cattle Tags: 

Stream livestock data continuously to a central hub with cattle tags connected through Rajant 
Mesh breadcrumbs. Proactive herd management based on real-time information ensures the 

well-being and productivity of livestock. 

Smart App Monitoring: 

Access a unified monitoring platform through a smart app powered by Rajant Mesh 
breadcrumbs. Continuous data flow from various farm operations enables real-time updates 

and analytics, driving informed decision-making and enhancing operational efficiency. 

Security: 

Ensure seamless communication between gate security cameras and the central monitoring 
system with Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs. Real-time surveillance data transmission enhances 

perimeter security and immediate response capabilities, protecting farm assets. 

  



 

  

 

Precision Planting: 

Optimise planting strategies with precision planters integrated with Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs. 
Continuous transmission of soil and weather data enables real-time adjustments, improving 

crop yields based on environmental conditions. 

Automatic Combine Harvester and Guided Tractor: 

Integrate combine harvesters and tractors into a cohesive network with Rajant Mesh 
breadcrumbs. Automated and precise field operations streamline agricultural machinery use, 

optimizing efficiency and reducing manual intervention. 

Soil Monitor/Field Monitor: 

Receive vital real-time data on soil conditions, moisture levels, and nutrient content with soil 
and field monitors connected through Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs. Informed decision-making 

regarding irrigation, fertilisation, and crop rotation leads to improved soil health and agricultural 
productivity. 

Automated Watering System: 

Monitor and control automated watering systems precisely with Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs. 
Adaptive irrigation strategies based on real-time soil moisture and weather data result in 

significant water savings and enhanced crop yields. 

Drone Surveillance: 

Utilise drones equipped with Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs for advanced aerial surveillance and 
field monitoring. High-resolution imagery and data enable quick responses to crop health.  

issues, pest infestations, and other agricultural challenges. 

 

Join the agricultural revolution with Rajant Mesh breadcrumbs and embrace a 
future of efficient, sustainable farming practices. Experience the difference in your 

far. 

Get in touch. 

 

Our address: Contact: 
The Point Business Park  
23 Sterling Road UNIT 2A  
Kosmosdal, 
Samrand  
0187 

E: sales@scanrf.co.za 
T: +27 87 830 7800 
Interactive Demo: www.scanrf.co.za/agri 

 Click   icon to enable Kinetic Mesh 
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